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LOTOS 
A Triptych of Sonnets 

Is this my ship’s final voyage begun?  
Keel set to breakers, forth the godly sea,  
Upon winedark waters beneath bronzen sun.  
Labour heavy with sighs, no guarantee 
Of pleasures to find nor riches receive, 
Nor chances high with course so idly set;  
Nevermind these wrathwracked storms which plague me, 
To uncharted waters hurl, or on rocks wreck, 
Or on vacant shores unseen deposit.  
Perhaps after long roaming wayward waves,  
Warm sands and sleepy lands are happily met;  
Harboured safe, winds broken, dreams laid in graves — 
Is it my lot to drop heroic feats 
And instead recline on this listless beach?  

From swerve of shore to bend of bay,  
I’ve spent on these wavelapped sands for eiderdown 
Countless languorous nights and vacant days.  
A hundred likewise lost upon the ground 
On lotos gorged, reclining — Lethe-fruit found 
Whose bittersweet taste leaves bodies like dunes,  
Sunbaked and basking, immovable mounds.  
With every bite, memory of doom 
Slips and ebbs and flows and all thoughts are soon 
Lost to lotos — and yet with all thoughts ill 
So too disappear the good, no fortune  
Seekers or artful dreamers: all filled 
With listless lotos juice apathetic; 
All passions benumbed by anaesthetic.  

Despite the lotos dreams, listless and numb, 
A single spark is enough to rouse me:  
So your fate may already have been spun 
And no treasures be gained sailing the seas?  
What of it? The oceans await. Indeed,  
To lie down languid and in living death 
Rehearses one only to be worm feed;  
Take hold, defy, resist! And while your breath 
Is still drawn and your heart beats in your breast, 
Venture upon the wild wayward waters 
No matter whether peril awaits: best 
To die in ruin than let dreams falter. 
Take to ship, venture forth and find thy fate, 
No matter what lies beyond those daunting straits. 


